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Your team works in marketing 

department.

The task for you is to perform an in-

depth research of the market trends 

and competitive environment. In long-

term perspective it should be the 

foundation to increase Pure Line 

(Чистая Линия) business in Ukraine.

Don’t forget that your research should 

give an opportunity for reaching a long-

term goal.

You should offer creative, realistic 

solutions which are built on a strong 

understanding of the brand and 

audience.

Case tasks



PURE LINE OUTPUT:

Old design
Long market  term01 01 

High competition  on 

your part of  market
Good creams02 02

Low price Benzoate in

shampoo and gel
03 03

ADVANTAGES: DISADVANTAGES:



HOW TO SOLVE THE PROBLEM:

03

1 2 3

We recommend  

investing in  

production and  

assortment of  

creams

Talk to chemists  

and try to  

remove refined  

products from  

goods

Launch a

trial  line of  

dishwashing  

detergents
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Виконав студент 2-го курсу ФІТУ 
Шевченко Артем

Team: “Remote 

procrastinators”



The task of the case

Your team works in the marketing department.

Your task is to conduct an in-depth study of market trends and the 
competitive environment. In the long run, this should be the basis for 
increasing Pure Line's business in Ukraine.

Remember that your research should enable you to achieve a long-
term goal.

You need to offer creative, realistic solutions that are based on a 
deep understanding of the brand and the audience.



The “Pure line” Brand

The owner: ВАТ КОНЦЕРН "КАЛИНА“

Category: Perfumery and make up.Personal hygiene products.

The scale of the project: national

Products:

● Scincare
● Haircare
● Bodycare
● Deodorants
● For men
● Limited editions
● Gift kits
● CA: women from 25 to 45 with an average income

Вторинна ЦА:women from 25 to 50

Contacts: ТОВ «Юнілівер Україна» 

(Unilever Ukraine LLC) 04119, 

Україна, м.Київ, 

вул. Дегтярівська, 27–Т, літера А 

+38044 490 58 46 

E: KIEV.RECEPTION@UNILEVER.COM



How to increase sales?

First, I recommend that you to change the style and advertising of "Clean Line" products. At the moment, there is a tendency to increase the buyer's 
interest in the minimalist features of the product. By updating the logo to a more minimalist one and removing everything unnecessary from 
advertising banners, Clean Line products will rejuvenate in the eyes of people and attract attention.

Secondly, I recommend you to  make the packaging of the product more environmentally friendly. You need to minimize the amount of plastic in the 
product packaging. This will increase the popularity of the product in the eyes of people who are concerned about the ecological state of the planet. 
According to forecasts, there will be more and more such people, so such a move will definitely pay off in the near future. It is also worth updating the 
packaging from the design side. You need to make it both minimalist and premium.

Third - change the formula of products. If you analyze the reviews, you can see comments that complain that it "dries" the hair and skin. Also, "plant 
odor" is quite a serious problem, as a percentage of people perceive it as unpleasant. It is better to make the smell neutral.

And lastly, you need to hire SMM managers. It is best if they are young. Online networks such as Twitter often host local events that can promote the 
brand. A young SMM manager will be able to do it better.












